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WINTHROP COLLEGE

ROCK HILL, SOUTH CAROLINA

By JUDY ALSTON
TJ staff writer
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Phone makes study safer
By LISA BU1E
TJ assistant new, ed,tor
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The recommendation calling reading was a bill removing
Library to install a local f o r Senate approval of presiden- class officers from the election s
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Grant said that he proposed the
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„ W e e x c u s e d f r e s h m e n atten-
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"There is a pay phone, but
many times students dont have
any money with them, and they
may need help with homework.
Grant said.
.
.
Grant continued by saying
that the installation of a local
phone would enable students to
call a second party to inform

" A bill proposed by Grant *>r further examination.
^
^ a t senators have
^
{QT t h e j u d i c i a l
to
F i n a l r e q u isitions were ap- worked very hard.
^ £panded
{ r o m eight to proved for the Artery. $905;
Sturgis said t h a t two
F
t w e l v e j u s t i c e s w a s approved in Political Science Club, $1,950; positions for day senators were
first
reading.
and
The
Anthology,
$4311.
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have the quorum of 6 needed to "'story oiuo
g
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Newsbriefs
Model United Nations IX recruitment party
AU persons interested in broadening their understanding of
world issues and international diplomacy should attend our
recruitment party for PLS 260 and PLS 261 for the spring '85
semester. The party will be on Oct. 24, 1984, in McBryde at
7:30 p.m. These classes will qualify for credit in the International Area for Graduation Requirements for freshmen and
transfer students. A mock debate will be performed and
refreshments will be served. This is an excellent opportunity
to broaden your understanding of international politics.

Reformed campus fellowship
The Reformed Campus Fellowship is sponsoring the film
series What Ever Happened to the Human Race by Dr. Francis
A. Schaeffer. The series will be shown Friday nights at 8 p.m.
in Dinkins 230. For more information call 3517 or 3657.

Pi Kappa Phi
Pi Kappa Phi fraternity would like to announce their new
Little Sisters for 1984-85. They are: Renee Bathista, Kelly
Bedenbaugh, Kim Bedenbaugh, Edith Campbell, Marie Catrell,
Ginger Combe, Jessica Harris, Millie Hayden, Tami Cross, Liza
Lee, Phyllis Ridgeway and Lane Thomas.

Alpha Kappa Psi
Chuck Curran, from Barclays American, will be speaking
October 17 at 5:30 p.m. in Kinard room 111. Everyone is invited.

Victims of assault
The second meeting for Winthrop students who have been
victims of sexual assault will be held Wednesday, Oct. 17 at
6:00 p.m. For location and further information, call Jane
Rankin at 2233.

Sigma Nu
Sigma Nu wishes to publicly thank all those who participated in our very successful Little Sister Rush and to announce our Little Sisters for the 1984-85 school year: Natalie
Bradham, Leanne Camp, Carol Clary, Caroline Compton,
Georgia Hampton, Elizabeth Holman, Natalie Hunnicutt,
Keran Lynn, Terri Masneri, Candy Mitchell, Susan Moore,
Sharyn Moblett, Debbie Patterson, Maribeth Shelton, Jeanie
Smith, Deborah Soles, Ellen Symonds, Mag Trammellsweetheart, Lisa Warner, Lori Watkins, and Lisa Wynn.

Sigma Nu pledges
The brothers of Sigma Nu would like to announce their
pledges for the fall, 1984 term: Arthur Mann, Rob Kent, Mark
Aycock, Jay Costa, George Vigard, Truman Clay.

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Phi Epsilon welcomes thirteen new pledges: Scott
Truett, Jeff Ruble, Bill DeYoung, Steve Grayson, Stuart
Grayson, Loren Vevon, Dwight Dickerman, Martin Parker,
Wayne Truesdale, Eric White, Gary Tomlin, Cary Cooper, and
Jimbo Blackstone.

Alpha Kappa Psi

The Iota Phi chapter of Alpha K^ppaPsi business fraternity
announces its 1984 fall pledge class: Scott Childers, Colleen
Ellis, Nancy Graham, Keith Looper, James F. Norris, Robert
Pinyan, Scott C. Rhein, Lisa Roberts, Robin Robertson,
Maribeth A. Shelton, Ricky H. Smith, and Beverly R. Wilson.

Sigma Phi Epsilon little sisters
Sigma Phi Epsilon would like to welcome its nine new Little
Sisters. They are: Suzy Romans, Missy McAffe, Jama McNahan, Karen Kornahrenf, Mary Molnar, Robin Long,
Stephanie Manning, Mimi Marchant, and Julie Barker.

Dunlap speaks at Convocatio
Dunlap was originator of the
award-winning PBS show
"Cinematic Eye."
Dunlap says a liberal arts
Benjamin Dunlap discussed
the importance of a liberal ar- education is much better than
ts eduction at the October 10 a vocational education in this
convocation, and he was well day and time. Education serves three purposes: to
received by the audience.
Dunlap is an English develop basic skills, to enrich
professor at the University of our minds, and to enable us to
South Carolina. He was born live creatively.
in South Carolina and grew
up in Columbia. He was a
The complex society is
Rhodes scholar at Oxford. examined through study of
Dunlap earned his Ph.D. at liberal arts, according to
Harvard and also taught Dunlap. All knowledge is imthere.
portant, Greek philosophy,
He has developed many math, history and conprograms for the National vocations. Freshman conPublic Broadcasting Network. vocations are a wonderful
By KIM ATKINS
TJ staff writer

way to learn from fellow
students, Dunlap explained.
Dunlap said that "it was a
good audience, a very easy
audience to speak to."
President Phil Lader felt
the objective of the second
convocation makes one understand the importance of
the
first
convocation.
"Knowledge and experience
are conveyed in different
ways," Lader said. "The
styles of the two lectures were very different,"
but he felt they were both
very important. Dunlap has a
"remarkable
gift
for
language," Lader said.

Broadway comes to Winthrop
By IRVINM. GOODWIN
TJ staff writer

husbands of these less fortunate "We try to occasionally bring in
wives.
Featured
among guest
performers
with
these men is Roy, a Vietnam professional experience to work
The Winthrop College Drama veteran and the town's with our student actors, who
department is bringing Broad- "Cassanova." Roy, who is benefit greatly from working
way to Johnson Hall. Starting distinguished by his 1959 Pink with these seasoned actors. The
Oct. 24 thru Oct. 27, James Thunderbird Classic, capers audience also appreciates this.*'
McLure's "Laundry and Bour- with his provincial "red-neck"
bon and Lonestar" will make its pals at Angel's Bar, where their The cast of characters of
debut at Winthrop College.
lives change significantly.
"Laundry and Bourbon and
"Laundry and Bourbon and
Lonestar" is a wild comedy of The cast for "Laundry and Lonestar" includes Elizabeth
actual events about citizens in a Bourbon and Lonestar" will Williams as Elizabeth, Kelly
small "red-neck" Texan town. feature Elizabeth Williams, a Johnson, who just appeared as
This play is currently an Off- communication professor at Gretel in the Winthrop College
Broadway series that premiered Winthrop, who has acted in musical "The Ba-a-a-d Children,"
about two or three years ago. some of the most prestigious portrays Hattie. Making her
This play is quoted by critics as plays in drama history. Accor- Winthrop College debut is Donplaywright James McLure's ding to Dr. Chris Reynolds, a na Hayden, who acts as Amy
Lee; Tim Gardner, who apbest-known Jffid finest work.
Winthrop drama professor and peared in "Summer and Smoke,"
one of the directors of the show, plays the part of Roy. Jim
"Laundry and Bourbon and "Ms. Elizabeth Williams, ap- Knight, who appeared in "GodLonestar" has its setting in the pearing in this show, has worked spell," portrays Ray; and lastly,
small town of Maynard, Texas. with the Atlantic Stage Com- the role of Cletis will be played
The plot of Act 1 deals with the pany, playing leading roles in by Chris Cook, who also aptown's "social leader," Amy Lee, 'Fiddler on the Roof,' and 'Joan peared in "The Ba-a-a-d
who is married to a local wealthy of Arc.' " She has also appeared Children."
pester, Cletis. The town's less in professional theatres in Tickets for "Laundry and
fortunate wives are disturbed Florida, and was included in Bourbon and Lonestar" are
by tales told by Amy Lee about the cast of "A Streetcar Named available at the Dinkins Student
the "happenings" of the com- Desire," and "The Sound of Center starting Monday, Oct. 22.
munity. Certain surprises are Music," at the University of
are free to students with
discovered by these tales. The Georgia, while concluding her Tickets
plot of Act 2 displays the graduate degree. Reynolds said. a valid W.C.I.D., and are on sale
to the general public for $3.

Helpline training offered
York
County's 24-hour
telephone helpline- 329-2828- is
offering free training to increase
listening
and
communication skills, Saturday, October 20,9 a.m. to 1 p.m., at the
York County Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Center, 103 Sedgewood
Drive, Rock Hill. The training
also includes becoming familiar
with the resources in the coun-

ty, making referrals to perienced volunteer assists
professionals,
handling them.
emergency situations, and The helpline is sponsored by
operating the telephone.
the York County Council on
Volunteers, who receive a cer- Critical Human Needs.
tificate of completion of training,
may sign up to answer the To register for the free
helpline for whatever hours and training or for further infordays that fit their own schedules. mation, call the helpline- 329The first time the volunteers 2128- anytime before October
work at the helpline, an ex- 20.
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Model UN begins recruit ment
Model U.N., the Secretariat has
tugal also attended the con- will attain for their fields.
set the date of Oct. 24 for a
ference.
business r e c r u i t r "® n t party. It will be at
B u t DSV choloev
The Winthrop College Model
Many Winthrop students e d u c a t i 0 n ,
speech
and
' n McBryde. Activities will
United Nations offers an enterhave said the reason they came ( j r a m a m ^ j e r n language food
taming. unique opportunity for
here had a great deal to do with ^ n ; t r i t i o i l i a n d a l l a r ^ a n d i n c , u d e a m o c k d e b a t e f o r pur _
college and high school students
the Model.
sciences majors are encouraged poses 0f illustration.
to learn more about and better
. . . to join the Model since many of
understand the problems faced The course's second stage is Training sessions for high t h e p r o g r a m . s a c t i o n s a n d t o p i c s
r e C ruitment oartv is
by individual countries in the when Winthrop members of the school teachers are also included w i U ^ r e i e v ant to them.
who £anto
to
0 D J t o Anyone
a yo e
wa
lo
world.
U.N. will train high school par- in the calendar of events.
ope"
" "
,
Laura Cude is the Model ticipants tor the conference.
Stu lente at Winthrop coach the B y r d describes the Conferen- ^ t e r ^ o r the c o u r t ' t ^ t
U.N.'s coordinator this year. She W i n t h r o D . s TJ M i s o n e of t e a ( * e r f , m f T l
h 7 r c e debating as "rowdy" and n i|ht.
has been meeting weekly with m a n y * 3 5 U.N. proTraml
JS*5
SI
^
the
s e v e n t e e n - m e m b e r a c r o s s t j, e c o u n try. It started a
She remembers the issue of "Le arn ing that you'll love' is
secretariat to make the program n a t j o n a j trend and received a
missiles in Western Europe
s i 0 g a n the Secretariat is
a success.
great deal of notoriety for
The Secretariat highly wh»ch pitted the United States u s i n g this year.
"Our theme is 'Increasing In- becoming the first program of reC ommends the course for a f f i n f s t t h e , Soviet Union as one
ternational understanding.'This this kind to incorporate high p o H ti c a i Science and Com- of l a s t y e a r s 1 , v e l i e s t to P lcs Cude said, I think it is the
most
will open your eyes to differing school U.N. members with those mun ication majors because of
* un c ' a s s y° u 0311 take. It s
not
tedious and monotonous."
views," Cude said.
at college.
the extensive experience they To introduce students to the
The program will be done as it
has been in the past. Students "That is our main distinction
are trained to play the role of a from the other U.N.'s," said
delegate from a chosen country. Byrd.
They learn all they can about
their country and eventually Besides the grouping of difrepresent it in simulated ferent level U.N. students, the
debates during the annual Model Winthrop Model is recognized as
U.N. Conference that will take o n e of the best in the country.
place April 10-13 on campus.
. . . .
Every year more than eighty
Though the secretariat has
s c j l 0 0 i s apply for memberalready begun meeting. The s h i j n t h e w i n t h r o p U.N. but
One of these great battery-operated
TV-AM'FMCassette Combos
Model U.N. itself is a class worth there is only room for sixty-five
will be given away here this week. Just go to the ArtCarved
ring
three hours that will not start d e i e g a t i o n s .
table and fill out an entry form, or write your name, address,
until next semester.
phone number and the words
"It is Political Science 260 and The Model U.N. also attracts
"ArtCarved Prime Time Sweepstakes"
261, a semester
on a 3" x 5" piece of paper. No
semester course which
»
high level officials. "Each year
purchase necessary.
goes through two i
w e have dignitaries from the acstages, said Secretariat^ _ tual United Nations who address
Relations Officer Ashley Byrd. the students," Cude said.
A—«-

By CHRIS BLAKE
TJ staff writer

Political Science 261 where the
April debates are included. The
class is a more enjoyable way
than most for freshmen to meet
half of their International
Studies requirement of six
hours.

WIN YOURSELF SOME "PRIME TIME
ENTER THE ARTCAEVED
"PRIME TIME" SWEEPSTAKES

Part one of the class is the
Last year they included Musa
background training concerning Burayzat, a diplomat to the U.N.
the actual U.N. in relation with from Jordan. Political Affairs
the Model. The second part is Officer Jose Campino from Por-

Carter
she showed "real political savvy."
Since returning to Plains, Ga.t
Mrs. Carter has received the
Presidential Citation from the
American Psychological
Association
and
the
Distinguished Service Award
for Leadership in Christian
Social Ethnics from the
Christian Life Commission of
the Southern Baptist Convention. In August of 1983 Mrs. Carter was elected to the Board of
Compact Disc
Directors of the Gannett Company, Inc. In April of 1984, Mrs.
Now Available
Carter became a member of the
•t
Board of Advisors of Habitat for
Humanity, Inc. In May 1984 her
autobiography, First Lady from
Plains, was published. In the
same month, she was made an
Honorary Fellow of the
10-9 M-SAT
Psychiatric
366-6139
Rock Hill Mall American
Association.

Continued from p. 1
the Caribbean and Latin
America. Mrs. Carter continued
her campaigning for her
husband in September 1978
when she campaigned in Texas.
She made seven Labor Day appearances in three Texas cities.
This started a cross-country
campaign tour. During the tour
one political admirer said that

The Record
Cellar
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EDITORIALS

Religion emerges
in '84 election

In the 1984 election, religion surfaces with Republican Ronald Reagan gaining
support of the "Moral Majority" through Jerry Falwell. Meanwhile, Democrat
Walter Mondale says that religion and faith are private matters. Are religion
issues relevant in public decision-making today?
Views of candidates on issues of personal morality and religion are legitimate
criteria for a voter's decision for or against that candidate. If the majority feels
that what are now personal decisions should become matters of public
legislation, then the will of the people can change the status quo. The 1984 election includes controversial issues such as abortion, school prayer, and tuition tax
credits.

Republican Ronald Reagan and Democrat Walter Mondale differ in views concerning the abortion issue. Reagan strongly opposes the freedom-of-choice
position adopted by the U.S. Supreme Court in 1973. He has gained support
Catholics with this political stand. On the Democratic ticket, Geraldine Ferraro
personally disagrees with abortion, but she and Mondale support the current
legal status quo.
School prayer is another religious issue facing the presidential candidates.
Reagan wants an amendment to the 1962 Supreme Court ban of school prayer.
Evangelists want voluntary school prayer, while Protestants support the ban.
Mondale again backs the status quo.
Tuition tax credits for parents sending their children to parochial schools do
not presently exist. Catholics, fundamentalists, and Orthodox Jews support tax
credits. Reagan also backs the tax credits, while Mondale is opposed.
Each voter needs to weigh the significance of the issue to his or her personal
life. One's personal morality requires a thorough examination. Candidates' views
on religion must be revealed the same way stands public issues are explained,
such as foreign policy.
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DSU works hard for students
By LISA BUIE
TJ assistant news editor

transfer students? This was an
approved cultural event and, if I
were a freshman, I'd much see a
colorful magic revue than have
to listen to a stuffy symphony
orchestra play some obscure
piece by a composer whose name
I can't even pronounce.

equipment, folding chairs, or
hauling around plastic trash
bags. No doubt, when turnout at
events is as low as it was that
Saturday night, chairpeople
sometimes wonder why they
even bother to care about other
students' well-being.

Have you ever hosted a party? If so, you know what's involved-all the expense, time,
planning and headaches; not tot
mention the set up, hospitality
and clean up afterwards. And
how would you feel if you had The DSU program board
worked to coordinate an event works hard to provide low cost Maybe you don't like the
and only two people showed up? entertainment for students. programming. If that's the case,
They even came back to WinPretty crummy, huh?
throp twice this past summer to you should speak up. DSU is
spending money allocated to
plan this semester's events.
them from your student fees, so
That's precisely how the
they want to sponsor events
Program Board of Dinkins
Student Union feels when they In addition, DSU chairpeople students enjoy.
plan events for students only to are responsible for all paperhave few students come to enjoy work including beer permits,
them.
space requests, public safety But in order to program acforms. Epicure forms, purchase tivities that please, they have to
Take for instance, the Chinese requisitions and publicity. They know what students want. The
Magic Revue of Taiwan last also recruit workers for their program board has enough work
Saturday. Only 1,100 people at- events which include films, trips, to do without having to develop
tended and most of these games and tournaments, concer- their psychic ability. And they
weren't Winthrop students. By ts and dances, ATS entertain- certainly aren't planning events
choosing not to attend, they ment, non-academic short cour- for the ghosts of Debe Johnson
missed an excellent display of ses, and special events. And and "Pitchfork" Ben Tillman.
Chinese acrobatics, magic tricks, when the show is over and So come on-let DSU know
costumery and culture. And everyone else gets to go home, what you like to do. I'm ready
where were all the freshmen and DSU is still there, loading for a massive campus party!
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Mann submits letter
moderate the forum.
Winthrop students:
The Winthrop College adAll of the concerns raised in
ministration hopes to bring
about some needed changes in the forum will be taken into
the parking system at Winthrop, account as the current parking
and we'd like to start that policy is reviewed. The Student
process by inviting you to a Senate will be very much inforum from 4:30 to 6 p.m. on Oc- volved in this review process,
tober 16 in Tillman Auditorium. and will make recommendations
The forum will be open to all as to how spaces in particular
students who are interested in locations will be allocated.
having their concerns heard, and
each student interested in doing
so will be given two minutes at Obviously, we will not come
the podium. In the audience will up with a parking plan which
be the Vice President for Finan- will provide doorstep parking
ce and representatives of the for residents in every residence
Student Senate, the Campus hall and curbside parking for
Traffic Committee, the Public every commuting student, but
Safety Office, and others who you can be assured that we are
will be involved in bringing committed to finding a method
about whatever changes are of dealing with the allocation of
deemed appropriate. I will the existing spaces in a fair and

equitable manner. You will be
pleased to know that an architect is currently working on
plans to pave "the pits" as well
as the lot adjacent to Withers,
and that work will be done when
the asphalt plants reopen in the
spring. The preparation that is
necessary for the paving to take
place includes extensive excavation and drainage work, so I
hope that you will bear with us
during the inconvenience
associated with the construction
process. We will try to take lots
out of service as little time as
possible, but I think you will be
pleased with the end result.

By CHERYL WINDSOR
"Did you buy a ticket to go
see Bob Hope? Why?"

"Yes, because it's not that often that a person of Bob
Hope's magnitude will come
to Winthrop."
Resa Frazen, Senior

Sincerely,
Jeff Mann
Dean of Students

TJ letter policy

TJ welcomes letters to the editor on any topic related to
Winthrop College.
All letters to the editor must be signed by the author. The
author's name will not be (Knitted unless we feel retribution
will result. Letters will be limited to 200 words.
Letters should be typed, if possible, double spaced, on a 60inch space line.
Letters should be submitted to Box 6800 or brought to TJ
office in Good Building. Letters must be received by 5 p.m.
Tuesday to appear in the following week's issue.

"No, because I can watch him
on T.V. a month later."
John Heins III, Junior

V**

Letters to the editor
wrong, Frank? Are you afraid of this campus when all you do is
downplay us students?
stepping on the wrong toes?
I'm not trying to say that TJ is
a bad paper. I enjoy reading it
Sharon McConnell
Dear editor.
and some of the articles are worJust when I thought we'd gotth reading. But honestly, guys,
ten rid of John Gannon along
my roommates and I have more
comes Frank Jones. For those of
use for the editorial section in
you who are too young to
the bathroom most of the time
remember John, he was the Dear TJ,
(and I don't mean using it as a
Johnsonian cartoonist two years
bath mat either). I don't have all
ago. John delighted in insulting Here's a response. I tran- the answers to this campus'
our intelligence with weekly ex- sferred to Winthrop in the problems; if I did I'd run for God.
poses of half-naked people, spring of 1983 from Furman But seriously, why don't you talk
University but since I've been
mostly girls.
about the rights we as Winthrop
When Charles Apple came here you know what I've lear- students don't have as a "state
along last year I thought at last ned? You. the TJ staff are the supported" school as compared
we'd get quality cartooning and "apathetics" on this campus. You to other "state supported"
I wasn't disappointed. Charles are the ones who are insensitive students, i.e. wooden structures,
attacked the issues head on and to the needs of the students, and drinking areas, e t c . . . . and I'm
stepped on quite a few toes in I feel it's time someone made tired of being called "apathetic.'
the process. Sadly though it you guys feel like children. Now I think I've said too much.
seems, now we're back at the don't get me wrong;- I'm not
beginning. Once again we are required to attend the con- Here's your response.
assaulted with pointless car- vocations. this is a gripe from an
Scott Freeman
upperclassman.
toons.
The Johnsonian editorial staff Ok, I admit you brought me
recently challenged the student out of the closet with this
body to take a look at the issues. response but two years of the Editor's note: I'm glad we
This seems strange when a same you-know-what tends to "brought you out of the closet" I
member of their staff not only turn people off. How in the hope you feel relieved. We are
doesn't look at the issues, but world do you expect people to be reaching you, the students.
blatantly ignores them. What's enthusiastic about anything on

"I bought four. I like Bob
Hope and it's better than
going to a convocation."
Daniel Litchfield, Freshman

Issues

Hostility

"Yes, because I probably
would never get a chance to
see another star of his
caliber."
Melanie Cain, Senior

"Not yet! I don't have
the money, but I will as soon
as I can."
Steven Sanders, Sophomore
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Bristow believes in chasing dreams
S.A.T. scores increase
Despite the hardships in the alcoholism, also one of Bristow's
beginning, however, Bristow problems at the time of its
wrotefictionfor seven years and publication.
To his students he's known was able to make an above "I was always a big drinker,"
simply as Bristow. Not Mr. average income. During that he admits. "I went into the Navy
period Bristow wrote short fic- at age 17.1 thought other people
Bristow, not Dr. Bristow.
tion for magazines. "I wrote drank in moderation simply
Perhaps this is because of the mostly mystery and suspense because they didn't want to do
impression he leaves; perhaps pieces and some humorous stupid things whereas I didn't
it's because the name is like a stories dealing with sex. The mind doing stupid things."
sentinel standing by itself reason I used humor," Bristow But over the years my
needing no other subtitle. But to explains, "is that I never drinking progressed and it evenall who know him, Bristow is believed a man ever seduced a tually cost me a marriage and a
Bristow, a professor of English woman yet. I was convinced it family. I stopped drinking the
and Drama and a published was a decision she made before day my wife walked out on me,
she even washed her hair and but it was too late to save the
author.
Like his name, Bristow seems dressed for the date. What ap- marriage. We were divorced in
at first a little tough, maybe cold peared to be the big seduction 1972.1 haven't touched a drop of
and hardnosed, but the eyes are scene to him was already plan- liquor nor beer since then. If
those of an author sensitive and ned by her. At least in my mind someone has the problem they
expressive, seeing the world as it happens that way and I think need to seek help. Alcoholics
Anonymous is great."
an author does-through his own that's humor."
Bristow came to Rock Hill Following the divorce,
unique interpretations.
Listed in Who's Who in the with his family in 1959 to accept Bristow says that writing was
World, Robert O'Neil Bristow a position as a part-time writing difficult. "I've written about
has had four books published instructor. "Oklahoma is flat and three books which were shot
and completed a fifth during his sparse with few trees," he down immediately in New York
sabbatical last year. He has had recalls. "When we came here I and never published."
over 150 short stories and ar- thought it was beautiful. I had However, in 1973, Bristow
ticles published in well-known the summers to write and our wrote a novel which won a prize
from Friends of American
magazines such as Argosy and fourth son, Kelly, was born.
Adventure (no longer in As my writing progressed I Writers. A Faraway Drummer is
publication),
Red book, wanted to give myself a chance a story about a man whose
Cosmopolitan and Sandtapper. to see how good I could be. I values must be tested and who
But he describes his turbulent wanted to write a serious novel." doesn't handle such a test well.
Laughter In Darkness (1974) is
writing career as "years of feast
Bristow's first novel Time for a humorous novel set in a small
or famine."
"I was married during my Glory (1968) deals with a civil liberal arts college 20 miles
bachelor degree studies in Jour- rights theme. The protagonist is south of Charlotte. The
nalism in 1950," Bristow black and the cultural stressed protagonist is a blind English inremembers. "I got a good job of the period are seen through structor whose seeing eye dog
with a newspaper writing and his eyes. Bristow says that he loves beer.
working with advertising but I was able to write about the Last year Bristow wrote
wanted to write fiction and I character through his experien- Other Revelations which is a
ces of serving as a lay minister serious novel concerning a 23knew it was my only chance.
at a black AME Zion church in year-old man who has attempted
"I quit the job at the Oklahoma. He delivered a ser- suicide and is in the state mental
newspaper and got a job mon every Sunday for a year. "I hospital. It is now being cirbagging groceries so I could encountered people with finan- culated by his agent in New
devote a lot of time to writing. cial and emotional struggles and York.
By this time I had not only a wife I feel it enabled me to suc- "I look back now," Bristow
but three young children. We cessfully deal with a character says slowly, reflectively, "and I
had to take a home that cost $15 from a different race." Time for say to myself, 'You must have
a month rent. It had no running Glory won a prize from the been crazy to give up a nice
water and we used an outhouse. University of Oklahoma where home, a secure job to chase a
I carried water from a pump 60 Bristow also received his dream,' but it was my chance
and I took it and I wish I hadn't
yards away, we heated it and we master's degree.
all bathed in the same water. We Night Season (1970) is also con-squandered the money and
lived there for three years. It cerned with a black main charac- wasted precious" time but all in
was rough and discouraging but ter whom Bristow says is all I don't regret it. I did what I
it was my only chance. I had a probably his black counterpart. did because I felt that writing is
dream and I asked my family to A sign painter, the man is important. It was a gift. I had to
dealing with a problem of use it."
sacrifice for it and they did."
By JODY BROWN
TJ staff writer

NEW YORK. NY (CPS>- Average scores on the verAfter slipping slightly last bal section of the test are up
year, students' scores on the one point over last year, to
Scholastic Aptitude Test 426.
Although both scores
(SAT) show modest increases
this year, according to the remain far below the 1963
College Board, which runs the record highs of 502 for math
and 478 for verbal, educators
nationwide SAT program.
But educators' happiness see them as hints that the
about the improved test long decline in SAT scores
scores was quickly dampened finally has been reversed.
by remarks by U.S. Secretary SAT scores hit bottom in
of Education Terrel Bell, who 1980, with average math
credited President Ronald score of 466 and verbal score
Reagan's education policies of 424.
for the good news.
In a news conference Bell's claim that Reagan's
called in Washington, D.C. the policies are responsible for
same time the College Board the score increases is "simply
was releasing the scores of- impossible," says College
ficially in New York, Bell told Board spokesman Fred
reporters "the gain in SAT Moreno.
scores reflects the concern for
excellence in schools that is "SAT scores are atsweeping the nation," adding tributable not only to schools,
he was glad the recommen- but to books, television, and
dations made by a presiden- everything else a child is extial commission on excellence posed to over 17 years,"
Moreno explains.
"are being followed."
Bell went on to imply Besides, Reagan's call for
Reagan's call for excellence in
last year "couldn't
the nation's schools and his excellence
possibly have any effect" on
support for more stringent student's
test scores this
disciplinary policies, have
helped SAT scores rise over year, he says.
the last four years.
College Board and other Because the SAT tests a
education officials im- wide array of aptitudes
mediately complained Bell's developed over a student's
press conference was "a lifetime, there is virtually no
breach of etiquette" and way to improve scores in a
"political," stressing that bet- year's time, he adds.
ter teachers and schools-not
presidential pronouncements- This year's minor increases
helped improved SAT scores. probably are due to a comNearly one million high bination of such things as acschool seniors take the SAT celerated curricula in elemeneach year. Colleges, of course, tary and junior high schools,
use the test results to help better teachers and teaching
screen potential students.
methods, an increase in
Nationwide scores on the educational programming on
math portion of the SAT in- television, and perhaps even
creased three points this the classroom computer inyear, for an average score of vasion, College Board officials
471, the College Board repor- point out.
ts.

Sheet Music ^ Available

The Record Cellar

10-9 M-SAT
Rock Hill Mall

3666139

Berry receives business scholarship
By LIKA J. SHROCK
TJ staff writer
A Winthrop business scholarship, the David S. Kerley
Scholarship, was awarded to
Farris Berry, a senior from
Johnston, S.C.
The
scholarship
was
established by the School of
Business Administration and

friends of Winthrop in honor of He has an academic record of to that, I don't claim it for
Dr. Kerley, retired Jftan of 4.0, he is the president of the myself; instead, I claim it for the
Business, and faculty member Campus Crusade for Christ and honor and glory of God through
from 1952 to 1983. The scholar- Chief Student Marshall, a mem- the Lord Jesus Christ," said
ship is awarded on the basis of ber of Beta Gamma Sigma Berry.
academic record, service, and (Business Administration), and a
leadership, and goes annually to member of Alpha Lambda Delta Berry said that his grades
a rising senior majoring in one of (Honor Society).
were very important to him, but
the School of Business Adnow his grades do not mean
ministration options.
"Everything I do and have, I anything to him personally. He
consider to be a gift from God. does not make good grades
Berry is majoring in business So, any credit from my grades or because he is urged by his
with a computer science option. scholarship or anything similar parents, but because he is doing

it for the glory of God.
Despite the fact that Berry
has done well in his education,
he has proved himself to be an
"outstanding" student, since he
is the first business student to
receive the David S. Kerley
Scholarship, worth $500. The
scholarship was presented to
Berry by Dr. Jerry Padgett,
Dean of the School of Business at
Winthrop and by Dr. David S.
Kerley.
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Winthrop College melting pot
Around campus, there are a designed to better inter- st semester freshman from in some of his classes. He has
number of activities organized nationalize the campus. There Morocco, said, "The people here become friends with Pedro Becfor the international students. are also plans with the Modern are very friendly and I am car and his three roommates,
even traveling to South America
Of all the students enrolled at At the Baptist Student Union on Language Department to help having a great time so far." A with Pedro. And a foreign
Winthrop College, there is one the second Friday of the month, promote the study of foreign tennis player, Assari heard student could probably teach
about WC from friends and
particular group different from an International Dinner is languages.
decided to try it. Mendi Shirazi you something new, too.
all the rest. This group does not organized. This dinner is free
In addition to these helpful ac- originally intended to go to
come from local towns or neigh- and by reservation only. Local
boring states. Nor does this churches also help organize the tivities, foreign students also Clemson to be a doctor but engroup pack up every weekend to "host family" program. Here, have the services of Thomas ded up at Winthrop. Shirazi
go home like most WC students people in the community volun- Shealy open to them. Shealy has finished last semester with a
do. Instead, this group of teer to "adopt" a foreign student been the Foreign Student Ad- degree in biology and is currenFREEBIE TICKET
students go home on the for one year, inviting him to cer- visor for Winthrop for the past tly working in Charlotte. From
INFORMATION
average of once a year. This tain family activities such as ten years. His duties include ad- Iran, the 26-year-old is planning
to
do
graduate
work
in
Food
and
Christmas
dinners.
vising students on living ac(For AU Winthrop Students)
group is the International
Nutrition
at
WC
beginning
in
commodations, financial matStudents.
Present LD. At Dinkins Desk
One of the major activities, ters, personal matters and cour- January. Djumhana Djulaeni, an
Offer Starts Monday (Oct 22)
According to Thomas Shealy, however, is the International ses. He also handles immigration Indonesian, rooms with Assari
Offer Ends Fri. At 5:00 P.M.
in
Roddey
Apartments
and
is
matters
and
performs
informal
International Student Advisor, Club. The Club meets every
October 26
there are currently 75 students Wednesday night in Dinkins services such as serving coffee starting his fifth year as a
Business-Marketing
Senior.
"I
in
the
morning
and
providing
Student» Should Go To Dinkins
enrolled at Winthrop who come room 107. Vice-President Pedro
Early To Avoid Disappointment!
from foreign countries. These Beccar explained, "The plans for jumper cables when necessary. have not been home since 1979,"
he
commented.
"I
came
to
WinAn
avid
traveler,
Shealy
says
he
students represent such coun- the club include two main
tries as Saudia Arabia, Greece, speeches on economics and has not had much time to travel throp primarily to get an
United
Arab
Hemirates, political science, local trips, since he took the job as advisor. education," he added. An unBahrain, Morocco, South Yemen, 'social events,' as well as films Shealy said, "Programs in the dergraduate math major, Yan
Bolivia, Ghana, Malaysia, about the foreign countries. We community give the foreign Kosaka came to Winthrop two
Taiwan, Venezuela, Mexico, are currently trying to work out students a chance to develop and one-half years ago. A Japan
Japan, Kuwait, Nigeria, Iran, a monthly event with ATS," he leadership qualities and speak native, he began his American
(VHS>
stay in Ohio but found the
Chile and Peru. Approximately added. Beccar, a senior Business about their country."
weather too cold and decided to
50 percent of the students are major, lives off-campus and is
Now In Stock
Overall, Winthrop College come to WC along with his socgraduate students. "Most of currently serving his first year
foreign students have a wide cer-playing roommate.
at
these students hear about Win- as VP of the club.
variety of programs and acthrop through communication
The
Record
Cellar
So,
show
your
American
tivities
open
to
them.
FurtherSome
new
activities
concerwith friends and/or relatives
currently enrolled," stated Mr. ning international matters in- more, the foreign students hospitality to these foreign 366-6139
10-9 M-SAT
Shealy. Also, WC advertises clude plans to work with the themselves are just as diverse students, like Glen Dinga does.
Rock Hill Mall
A
marketing
senior,
Dinga
met
as
the
programs
in
which
they
Department
of
International
with international bulletins in
foreign embassies and libraries. Center in developing programs participate. Faycel Assari, a fir- several of the foreign students

By KAY ARROWOOD
TJ staff writer

Music Videos

I

PARKING FORUM
Oct. 16 4:30-6:00 in Tillman

BE THERE!!

Illlllllllllllllllllll

The Fine Arts Association Presents

The Charlotte Symphony
with guest pianist

James Swisher
Wednesday October 17,1984 at
8:00 in Byrnes Auditorium
Tickets Available Free With
WCID at the Box Office

SOMETHING NEW AT

HALLOWEEN MAKE-UP
V
Be Creative
jjCa
Be Prepared For
SJL>
HALLOWEENHAPPENING ^

Also: Great Selection of
Sweats- Crew, Pullover
Hooded, Zip Hooded,
Sweatpants, Sew-on Greek
Letters

10% off with Winthrop LD.
ROCK HILL MALL
366-2253 10-9 M-S

TOWNCENTERMALL
324-1363 103 M-S

Turn on 'big stuff*
By ROBERTJOLLY
TJ sports editor

By TODD HUTCHISON
TJ sports writer

Turn us on! That's what the Athletic Department says about
their new television show. That's right, you tan now turn on
cable channel 2 and see some "Big Stuff." The athletic department is for real about their move to the NCAA, and if a new
television show is what is needed then that's what Winthrop
will have.
Sports Information Director Sam Copeland took advantage
of the recent filming of "New Girl" to film some promotion
shots for Winthrop's new television show entitled "Big Stuff."
"We need some of the shots of the crowd in the preview of
the show," said Copeland.
Doug Echols was the innovator of the show. However, I'm
sure Doug had Sam Copeland's seven years of experience in
T.V. in mind when he started the "Big Stuff' program.
"Big Stuff" will consist of a focus on each sport in season, an
occasional look at out-of season sports, guest features, and interviews with coaches. Sam Copeland will be the host, Buddy
Fields is the director, and Mickey Sabella is a reporter. The
program will come on three times every week until May. The
times are: Tuesday, 7:30 a.m., Wednesday, 7:30 p.m., and Thursday, 7:30 a.m. "Big Stuff" doesn't have time limits, but usually
lasts about half an hour. "Big Stuff' is sponsored by the Winthrop College Athletic department, the Communications
department, and the AV/TV studio.
Sam Copeland, the only person with a lot of television experience, will be the key to success with audiences. "I'm happy
to be bac "v in television. I only wish I had more time to devote
to the show," said Copeland. When asked about Copeland's experience, Doug Echols said, "We are real fortunate that Sam
Copeland has had experience in television."
The purpose of the show is to promote Winthrop College
athletics and prove our NCAA capability. "The purpose of 'Big
Stuff is to give everybody insight on Winthrop athletics, to
promote the school, and to gain P.R.," said Copeland. P.R.
(Public Relations) means ticket sales. Eagle Club members, and
general fan information. Echols added, "We are pleased to
work with the Communications Department. Our purpose is to
promote our total sports program. We have a potential of
being seen in over 10,000 houses in the Rock Hill area:
therefore, it's a good opportunity to push our name."
This program can be looked at as nothing less than a
positive move to an NCAA bid. "I'm hoping this will create a
little more NCAA interest and get local people out to games
more often. If the show does not increase attendance, then we
need to take a hard look at the show," said Copeland.
Echols summed up the "Big Stuff by saying, "I think the
show is another example of trying to keep everyone involved
in every possible aspect. We are trying to become more
aggressive."
Let me say "Congratulations, guys" on your perseverence.
As Michael Jackson said, "Don't stop till you get enough." That
sums it up; we have to cover every area of promotions through
newspaper, radio, and now television. First a movie, now
television, soon an NCAA bid; I'm only wondering how far
away the moon is!
Soccer
Oct. 20
Volleyball
Oct. 19-20

Eagle Events
Coastal Carolina College

Lancaster, new chapter in basketball

2 p.m.

Winthrop Invitational Tournament
(Winthrop, N.C. Wesley an, U.S.C.Spartanburg, Presbyterian, Eckerd,
Appalachian)

Men's Cross Country
Oct. 20
U.N.C.C. Invitational

Charlotte, N.C.

Women's Cross Country
Oct. 20
U.N.C.C. Invitational

Charlotte, N.C.

Lancaster. Another addition to
the front court will be Fran
Marshall. Marshall, a transfer
from Presbyterian, will be "a
definite factor in the second
semester," said Lancaster. The
three walk-ons include two backcourt players and one frontcourt player. The two back-court
players are Ronda Cline and
Regina Caldwell. The other,
Martha Lynn Foster, will likely
be a forward.

been lifting weights, running
and having scrimmages for conditioning. Another good activity
outside of basketball the girls
have been doing is monthly trips
to the Meadow Haven Nursing
Home to visit the residents. On
September 30 the girls visited
the home with the Winthrop
Eagle."

This year marks the first
season of women's basketball
under the leadership of Debbie
Lancaster. Lancaster, former
volleyball coach here at Winthrop, took over the program after the resignation of former
coach Karen Brown. Asked
about the situation, Lancaster
When asked what she would
said, "I feel the players have had
like to carry over from her
a good reaction to my taking
volleyball coaching, Lancaster
over. They seem to have taken it Lancaster said, "I feel I have said, "Dealing with the players
in stride and have put the past three very capable assistants. shouldn't be much different.
behind and are looking forward My graduate assistant, Andrew Also the discipline and academic
Calder, coached a state chamto the future."
pion team at McBee and he will aspects will be important. I
would like to have the players be
Asked about the season, Lan- help with not only the X's and good representatives of WinO's
but
recruiting.
My
two
caster said, "I feel we have
throp."
talent and depth on our side. We student-assistants are also good.
Nancy
Archer
will
be
able
to
have seven or eight girls who
The centers are: Fran Marare capable of playing. With that help with coaching in the second shall, 6'2", Columbia, S.C.;
many players we'll be able to semester. The other, Jodi Sharon Lee, 6', Eutawville, S.C.
fast break. Plus, with a new Travis, has a good knowledge of The forwards are: Stephanie
smaller ball being used this year, the game."
Morris, 57", Columbia, S.C.;
I feel it will help make for a
In the district, Lancaster sees Carol Budds, 5'9", Mount
faster game."
Chaflin, the College of Pleasant, S.C.; Martha Lynn
Coach Lancaster said she felt Charleston, and Francis Marion Foster, 6", Beaufort, S.C.
she had several capable players as strong teams. "I feel we can
returning. "Stephanie Morris be a very competitive team in- The guards are: Janet
and Janet Dykton are two ver- side the district. We should be Dykton, 5*8", Forestville, Md.;
satile athletes. They should help more than able to hold our own," Candy Cage, 5'7", Lanhauwith their ability to play «ither said Lancaster of the Lady Seabrook, Md.; Pam Garrett,
5'10", Columbia, S.C.; Ronda
the front-court or backcourt. Our Eagles' chances.
Cline, 5'7", Charlotte, N.C.;
two captains, Pam Garrett and
Canvly Cage, help with com- "I feel Winthrop is in a good Regina Caldwell, 5*5", Columbia,
munication. This will be a big position to become a quality S.C.; Mary Sue Austin, 5'9",
S.C.;
Debbie
asset to the coaching staff. Also division I school. Our overall Lexington,
Mary Sue Austin and Debbie program should be able to com- Easterling, 5'8", Kingsport,
Easterling are very intense pare with Furman, Appalachian Tenn.
State, and many other schools. I
players."
feel an important factor will be The team manager is Mary
The new players this year in- the support of the community Ellen Rash and team trainer is
clude a transfer, a recruit, and and the school," said Lancaster Dawn Buswell.
three walk-ons. The recruit, on the move to division I.
Look for big things in the
Carol Budds, will add strength On preparation for the season, future from the women's
to the front-court according to Lancaster said, "The girls have basketball program.

Eppley assumes position
% CINDY JOHNSON
TJ spurts writer

Tech. She was a co-captain and program," remarked Ivester.
stand-out player for the Gok
biers. After completing her
Chris Eppley has assumed the degree in Physical Education, Winthrop Athletic Director
position of assistant volleyball she served as Assistant Nield Gordon was ouoted as
coach at Winthrop College. She Volleyball Coach at Western saying "Eppley brings a wealth
replaces Cathy Ivester who was Carolina. Eppley brings much of talent to our program. She
recently elevated to head experience to Winthrop both as will be a moat capable assistant
volleyball coach,
a player and a coach.
for Ivester."
Eppley's claim to fame is more Eppley's main goal for the
than the tact that her brother is Lady Eagles is to win the
Cfemson Quarterback Mike Ep- National Title. "I feel we have Eppley said that she likes it
pley. Her volleyball career stan- the skill and the personnel to ac- here at Winthrop although she
resides in Charlotte. She likes
di for itself. After graduating complish the goal," she said.
the size of the school saying that
from Harding High School in
Winthrop
is matter than she is
Charlotte, where she served as Coach Ivester is very pleased
accustomed
to. When asked how
team captain of the volleyball with the job Eppley is doing,
team for two years, Eppley went v Chris IS doing afinejob and sheshe felt about coming to Winthrop, she said, Tin glad fm
on to play volleyball for Virginia is adding a lot to our volleyball here."
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Cross country season successful
By LAURIE ANN DEDES
TJ sports writer

country running and roadracing. He said, "Road-racing
gives you a lot more bounce. It's
just you against yourself. I think
that the UNCC meet will set the
pace for the district and conference meets."

The Winthrop College Men's
Cross Country team finished 3rd
overall in the Wofford Invitational last weekend. Winning the meet was USCSpartanburg followed by UNC- Golden says that for the next
Charlotte. Fourth, fifth, and six- four years he sees a lot of imth places were held by Wofford, provement in the team. He said,
Erskine and Benedict College.
"We're a first year team. We can
only get better. You've got to
Finishing the 5-mile run four- crawl to walk and walk to run.
th overall and second on the We'll set goals and reach them."
team was Richard Golden with a
time of 28:03. Brian Payne Number two runner on the
finished sixth overall with a time team, Brian Payne of Charlotte,
of 28:28 and second on the team. said, "I've put in a lot of miles on
Next were Jim Koterba with the course we'll be running. I've
29:03, Kevin Murphy with 29:28, run it for six years. My goal in
Edward Moore at 30:34, Chris high school was to run in college.
Rolph at 31:29, Hill Reynold at Now I can go back there and say
33:50 and John Elmore with a "Hey, I made it!"
34:30.
Running is a challenge to
The team is looking forward Payne. He said, "Cross country
to the meet on October 20 at is an open ended sport. In footUNCC. Richard Golden said, ball you go for the Super Bowl.
"The UNCC Invitational will be In running you go for and againgood competition. I understand st yourself. There is always
that the course is tougher and room
for
improvement.
has a lot more hills." Goldenalso Hopefully, next year we'll go to
explained the difference in cross- a lot more invitationals. I think

this will happen as the team
gains a reputation and respect
throughout the Big South conference."
Why is this first year team
doing so well?
Payne summed it up. "I think
because we're a pretty damned
good team."
The women's cross country
team ran the Appalachian State
Invitational in Boone, N.C., last
weekend. The women finished
sixth. Ahead of Winthrop was
Appalachian State, Eastern Richard Golden sets pace in the Wofford Invitational cross country
Kentucky, Wake Forest, East match.
Tennessee State, and Emory.
Seventh and eighth place were
taken by Radfor.d and Salem
University.
grow from the $700,000
Patty Sinclair finished the 3.1- ByTALJOHNSON
operation it is now to a million
mile race first on the team with TJ sports writer
dollar establishment.
a time of 19:48 followed by
In any organization, good ad- Echols cited the sources for
Denise Holliday with 2024Janie
their increased revenue as the
Jackson with 21:10, Sandy Staf- ministration is the key to suc- Eagle Club, which funds all
ford with 22:23, and Kristin cess. The Winthrop College athletic scholarships, student
Athletic Department is no exKennedy with 23:57.
ception. Ov?r the past two fees and college funding, and
years, the program has gone revenue taken in primarily from
They will compete in the UN- through a tremendous growing baseball and basketball. "We've
CC Invitational on Oct. 20.
spurt and Associate Athletic laid out a rigorous course for
Director Doug Echols is one of ourselves in the next couple of
years," he said.
the key cogs in the machine.
If you are wondering whether
Echols is in his third year at
Winthrop. In these years the football is in the near future,
don't
waste your time. "I know
athletic department has accomplished what he calls "a great for sure football will not come
deal." Three new sports have about in the 1980's here. We're
been initiated in this time going to concentrate on the
period, those being golf, cross sports we have now and
country, and wrestling. Echols establish solid programs in each
does not like to take credit for one," said Echols. He added,
such accomplishments. "It's the "Right now we would like to get
in a small, but tough, comTigers 15-10 and 15-2 and efforts of the whole department petitive conference and give it a
defeated High Point 15-1 and 15- that's put us where we are go. The Southern Conference is
11 after losing the first game 7- today," Echols said.
a good example."
15. Honorable Mention All- Echols added that one of the Echols ended by summing up
American Vickie Valentine led main goals of this time for the the future goals for the Eagles.
the team with leadership and department is to receive NCAA "Right now we want to reach a
consistency. "Hazel Turnbull, affiliation. "The sports depar- point where we can be both
freshman recruit from the tment is currently smack-dab in fairly well-known and superVirgin Islands, played very well the middle of a five year competitive at the same time. If
all around," stated Coach growing trend. It started about we can establish a program that
Ivester. Turnbull, along with two years ago and should be can make the neighboring comJanet Dykton, has substituted leveling off by 198637." Echols munity and the students proud,
as a setter because of the injury went on to say that by this time then our goals will be accomloss of veteran setter Ginger the sports department should plished."
Rowell.

Echols: cog in the wheel

Eagles volley to victory
in Chick-Fil-A Tournament
By CINDY JOHNSON
TJ sports writer

start the volleyball team experienced
this
season.
"Although there is no
justification for the early losses,
we met tough teams early in
the season and had trouble getting the rhythm of the game."
She went on to say that the
record didn't exactly point out
how well the Lady Eagles
played.

After getting off to an
unusually slow start, the Winthrop Lady Eagle volleyball
team rallied by winning the
USC-Spartanburg Chick-Fil-A
Tournament held in Spartanburg. Winning four of five matches, including the championship
match over host USC-S, the
Lady Eagles successfully defen- Ivester, as Head Coach, has
ded the title won last year in made no drastic changes in the
Spartanburg. Losing earlier in game. Practices are more intenthe season to Francis Marion se and the team is reacting
positively to the coaching
and the College of Charleston, change,
according to Ivester.
Winthrop was avenged by
The main goal of the Lady
defeating the Patriots of Francis Eagles
to make it to the
Marion 15-1 and 15-3 and the Nationalsis one
game at a time.
Cougars of College of Charleston "My goals are our
team's goals,"
14-16, 15-10 and 15-6. Janet remarked Ivester. "All of us are
Dykton led the Eagles with en- shooting for winning the District
thusiasm and consistent play Title again and going to the
throughout the tournament. Nationals."
Senior Dorothy Case was cited
for her steady serving,
especially in the match against After being defeated last
USC-S.
week by the USC-S Rifles, the
Lady Eagles bounced back to
New Head Coach Cathy improve their record even more.
Ivester remarked on the slow Winthrop took the Clemson

Ivester feels that the Eagles
are working well together as a
team at this point in the season.
"We are playing with much enthusiasm and togetherness,"
states freshman Veronica
Foster.
Winthrop now stands at 15-9
on the year winning fourteen of
its last eighteen matches. Under
the leadership of Coach Ivester,
the Eagles are 14-4. All home
matches are played in Peabody
Gymnasium and student support
is both needed and appreciated.

Off
On Any Regular Price
Or 8.69 LP Or Tape
With This Coupon
And WCID
Must Be Presented BEFORE
SALE. Unit 2 Per Customer.
Void after 10/21
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Turn on WCRO Radio
By BUNNY DUKE
TJ staff writer

WCRO has records from the
60's up to the present top 10.
u - p n n 117r. U
Billboard Magazine sends
WCRO, Winthrop College WCRO a list of the top 40 recorRadio, has announced its new ds weekly and the top records of
campaign for this year, "Turn us each week. The records are

° n \^iA UrnyOUOn " ,

flled fa

y artist<s> a " d by song,

WCRO is a student-run enabling the disc jockey to find
station that operates on closed the selection requested as
circuit at 640 on the AM dial and quickly as possible. "We feature
is an affiliate of the South the Carolina's fastest request
Carolina
B r o a d c a s t e r s line because we don't have a set
Association and the Inter- format," said Sabella.
collegiate Broadcasting System.
WCRO is not under the
The station goes on the air authority of the FCC (Federal
Mondays through Thursdays Communications Commission),
from 4:30 p.m.-l a.m., with 6:30- so there are no specific
11 p.m. being live. It operates on guidelines to follow, no commera carrier current and can be cials, and no set records to play.
heard only in Winthrop dorms.
..... , .
WCRO has five disc jockeys:
. e d o h a v e n e w s a n d Public
Mickey
Sabella,
station f ™ , ? a n n °"ncements," sa i d
manager; Deb Crenshaw. „ ^ ! l a - . N « w s c o m e . s from the
program
director;
Kristi f
*; Affairs ® f f i c e > E n t e r _
Sommer, news
' director; ^lner's America (for concert inCheminne Taylor, and Marcia l o r m a t l o n ) campus
Noisette.
organizations, and from news
a n d s p o r t s releases
Kristi Sommer spins records on
Buddy Fields, WCRO adviser
and director of audio visual ser- E a c h T h u r s d a y night at 8, WCRO, Winthrop College, every
features
vices at Winthrop, said, "WCRO
the Top Ten night from 6:30 to 11 p.m. on AM
first went on the air March 27, Countdown, which is voted on 640.
1 s t a t i o staff
1961. Then, it was operated by , .Y®
"
- "At the end "Students can introduce records
volunteers who didn't get paid." jv t h e y e a '" 'May), we will play just for fun," said Crenshaw.
Fields and Tom Bender, also i ® ,.°P
™ts of the year,"
"Response (to DJ for a Night)
of the audio visual department, . T 0 '? »">• The number 64 was has been great," Sabella said,
saved Winthrop money by f' ck ®? . . " s ® " o u r num*>er on "We thought it would be a good
building much of the automation , ®J' l s 6 4 0 ' b u t we couldn't way to pull listeners. It's not
equipment for the radio station. P y . j ™ a n y , n ° " e n i 8 h t " he limited to students. Anyone who
When WCRO is not on the air,
£.. • s o w e dropped the is associated with Winthrop can
it functions as a practice room zer ?"
participate. Interested people
for students taking broad- e a r n e ., ws Program at WCRO this should call WCRO at ext. 2139
casting.
y
DJ for a Night." from 6:30-11 p.m."

FREE

M Y AN
GET
10". |2". 14" X ^ ^ ^ I D I M T I C A L
PIZZA...
N ^ M Z Z A FREE!
With Coupon. Expires Oct. 21,1984

366-835

1932
Cherry Road
Carry Out-Dine In.
Utile Caesars. The one that gives you two!

Board to hear cases

By JUDY ALSTON
are three ways to prevent
TJ staff writer
book theft: 1) Put your social
If your books were stolen security number and name in
on campus one day, what the front of the book in ink. 2)
would you do? If you report it, Put your social security numand the alleged thief is ber on a page in the middle of
caught, the Judicial Board the book, and remember the
will hear the case. The page. 3) Most of all report the
Judicial Board determines book theft.
the guilt or innocence of
During proceedings for
students who are alleged to cases held, Chief Justice
have violated certain campus Chris Langley presides. The
regulations.
Attorney General refrains
The Judicial Board is from making suggestions
currently composed of 12 while the judges hear the
students, a public defender. case.
Barry Price and public
All board members are approsecuter Shawn Bradley. pointed by Robison and SGA
The
public
defender President Rick Moore.
represents the person being
According to Robison, the
charged, and the public board is not a route to an
prosecuter represents the easier fine, but they will hear
school or the student filing students' cases.
charges.
"It is a wonderful thing,
The board also deals with because students are being
housing appeals. Students judged by their peers;
having problems in housing however, we are not a lenient
(such as fines) can take cases board," Robison said.
to the Judicial Board. The
Board members for 1984-85
board can either reduce fines include: Wes Alford, Lisa
or uphold the Housing Of- Buie, Shawn Bradley, James
fice's decision. The board may Dedes and John Gibson.
also recommend crime watch;
Others are Bryan Grant,
however, the main issue is Regina Heatly, Trent Hutbook theft. The board may chinson, Barry Price, Brett
impose fines and retribution. Smith, Kris Schroder, Sherri
It may also recommend Martin, Ashley Byrd and Keri
students to the counseling Robison.
center for rehabilitation.
"This is the largest board
According to Attorney that Winthrop has ever had,"
General Keri Robinson, there Robison
*wuiaun saiu.
said.

Orchestra to perform

J 1 ' 4 ™' 81 James Swisher and College, has toured Germany,
The Charlotte Symphony Or- Switzerland, and Brazil with a
chestra will perform October 17 chamber music group and The
at 8 p.m. in Byrnes Auditorium, Burle Max Trio.
according to Jane Morris, Direc- When not touring, Swisher
tor of Public Information. This is performs in the Nikos Trio with
the second concert of the Rock violinist Martha Kolyonen and
Hill Fine Arts Series.
celloist Janis Nilsen, also of the
Thirty-four-year-old Swisher, symphony.
music^professor at Davidson
The symphony will play selecH ons .from Mozart, Sibelius, and
Dvork. They will also perform
popular work "Rhapsody in
STUDENTS $2.00 the
Blue" by George Gershwin.
WITH WCID
Tickets will go on sale October 15 and 16 from 10 a.m.-5
•nr.'.t_ SH0WS DAILY
7:109K»
p.m. and October 17 from 10- until performance time. The cost is
Hot Moves (R)
$10 for adults and $5 for senior
wows DAILY
citizens and non-Winthrop
Cinema 7.00-9KW
students. Winthrop students
Teachers (R)
will be admitted free with college
ID. The concert is sponsored by
the Rock Hill Fine Arts Series
j*nd the College.
All Of Me (PG)
3.-05-5K)5-7:109:15

Songwriter
3:10-5:10-7:10-9:15

Wildlife (R)
J10-1544

I VALUABLE COUPON! I

3H>5-5:05-7:10-9:15

Ghostbusters(PG)
3:105:107:10-9:15

TDK & MAXELL
Blank Audio Tapes
In Stock Now
at

The Record Cellar
10-9 M-SAT
Rock Hill Mall

3666139
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'Pass fail' grades

iployment program

Student wages differ
throp Board of Trustees, not
the Federal Government. The
present wage for the deparA moderate percentage of tmental payroll program is
the employment force at Win- $2.85 per hour.
According to Sylvia Kenthrop College is students.
But, as students, their wages nedy, student director
differ from that of regular specialist of the Winthrop
Winthrop employees. Student Student Employment Agenwages are determined by the cy, the reason of the lower
type of employment program wages is due to the workinvolved. These programs in- labor force program which
clude work-study, student Winthrop practices. This
payroll, and off-campus em- program was designed so that
an increasing quantity of
ployment.
The wages that are deter- students could be hired at a
mined by the work-study limited cost to the school's
program are set by the budget.
However, Kennedy noted,
federal government. Currently, the wage for the work- "Hopefully by next year,
study program is $3.35 per January 1,1985, the wages of
hour. The manner of this regular student assistance
procedure is that students will increase to $3.35 per
sign their biweekly earnings hour." Kennedy also added,
over to the Winthrop cashiers "We're all trying to urge this
office in order to assist very much because students
payments on their tuition on regular institutional
loans. However, students who budget do not have any kind
do not wish to sign over their of incentive to work." This inearnings have the option to crease however, must be apretain their weekly earnings. proved by the Winthrop
The Winthrop payroll Board of Trustees.
program has different wage
standards than the work- Winthrop College student
study program. Wages of the employment does not limit itd e p a r t m e n t a l p a y r o l l self to employment on camprogram are set by the Win- pus. Off-campus employment

y IRVIN M. GOODWIN
TJ news writer

is available through the
Student Employment Agency. "This is the main reason
this office was set up, to aid in
students finding part-time
jobs off campus." Students
involved in this program are
employed by individual agencies and companies around
Rock Hill and the Charlotte
area. Thus, these wages
depend on the individual employer.
Every student involved
with Winthrop College employment must be approved
by the Financial Aid Department. Regardless of this fact,
Sylvia Kennedy added,
"There are many job
openings here in the Student
Employment Office, and if
you're looking for a job, you
need to come by and fill out
an employment card." Ms.
Kennedy also indicated that
positions are available in a
variety of fields.
An employment board is
also posted in the Student Affairs building where there are
daily postings of new jobs.
The Student Employment Office is located in the Financial
Aid Department located on
Oakland Avenue.

Northwest Missouri State
PULLMAN,WA (CPS) Pass/fail grading systems have University, for example,
changed
its pass/fail system in
failed, and students who have a
chance to use them generally 1979, letting students use it in a
reject them, according to a sur- maximum of nine credit hours.
vey of over 1600 colleges using "It's not overused anymore,"
reports Registrar Linda Girard.
the pass/fail system
Dr. C. James Quann, registrar "People were taking advantage
at Washington State University of it: using it for hard major
and author of the survey, says classes and GED requirements.
students do worse when they're Faculty is much happier now."
given pass/fail grades instead of Quann*s own Washington
letter grades.
. State still offers pass/fail op"Many institutions are begin- tions, but only seven percent of
ning to realize students perform the student body uses i t
on a lower level with pass/fail Some schools, of course,
systems,- he says. "Students remain devotees to the system.
come to class late, skip classes, "Faculty instituted this
don't do assignments and hold system to encourage learning
other students back. Performan- for the sake of learning, instead
ce is below par in many cases." of a competitive environment,"
Quann sees the system as a reports Nancy Pascal, associate
vestige of the more experimen- registrar at the University of
tal sixties and early seventies. California-Santa Cruz.
Even so, "only a small percen- "Students like this environtage of schools that initiated ment and the freedom to test
pass/fail options abandoned things more than under a
them altogether on the theory traditional system." she claims.
that if you give the students "Faculty is committed (to it)
something, it hurts to take it despite the enormous task of
written evaluations."
away," Quann adds.

Beaty Shopping Center

761 Cherry Rd.

CocaCota

2 LITER
NON-RETURNABLE

1.09

Miller Light Beer

5.59

FAMOUS MAKER PULLOVER

CARTON OF 12
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Tt

DIET COKE, TAB, SPRITE
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LUNCH SPECIAL

Barbecue Platter
Cheese Shop
FRESHLY MADE, IN-STORE

Pizza

4 OZ. PORK BARBECUE
COLESLAW
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PEPPERONI
SAUSAGE
HAMBURGER
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2 FOR
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Influencing the law

i
i
J
*
i ' - n r / V Q ^ l l P O C " T l u « 'A 1 1 H W
resorts are located.
Firestine'
procedures. "This allows Scissle
said that the purpose of these to resemble the state legislature
resolutions is not just to pass in Columbia, Firestine exDebating legislation, meeting legislation but also to have it ac- plained.
state legislators and playing ted upon and hopefully improve w j n t h
h a s ei h t s t u d e n t
their roles are just a few things the people s way of life.
delegates
six in the House and
g
members of the South Carolina
When a bill passes through
.
Senate said Berry.
State Student Legislature ex- the SCSSL, the bill is then taken ^ n u m b e r of d e l e g a t e s jn t h e
perience during their sessions in to the state legislature in „
. .
,
th
stutjent
Columbia
Columbia. There the governor of House is based on tne stuaent
SCSSL. affectionately known the SCSSL lobbies the bill. The
to members as S
C
i
S
S
L
e
T
h
e
r
e
is one adstudent legislature resembling become a new law, or some oi me .... ® . . . t f
v 2000
the state legislature in Colum- principles of the bill will be used
1 0 0 0 0 s»udents and one adbia. The organization is com- in forming a new law, according
SlSt
prised of 60 colleges from six to Firestine. An example of the
8
districts across the state, accor- principles used from a bill ocin.
ding to Chairman Randy curred two years ago when Jo l h e rde "
t h f
student
Firestine
Alvin More, a student delegate, ^ . ®
. ,
SCSSL is "a student's direct presented a bill to form a state ^ " ' a r e S
RresUne
way of influencing the laws of appellate court to lessen the
Forehand Mike Floyd
h ^ h e r s U ^ - F i r e s t i n e s a i d . case load rom the - U t .
"We try to present ideas and supreme court.
Toyman Tames Dedes Robert
facts to the legislature dealing Scissle holds two, four-day H e r r o n g h a w n Bradley Ashley
with problems a student "mock sessions during the
Rhonda Arms and Donna
believes should be taken care of ^hoo' year. The fall session *
^
The ^
mem.
r
bv enactme a law. former the time in wnicn Dills are
..
. . ...
a r e not c nf,rme J at
President Pro-Tempore Bill presented to the legislature,
°
'
Berry said.
while the spring session is a u m e *
Examples are Firestine's two planning session. Elections of of- These students show a great
resolutions that he intends to ficers also takes place during the deal of interest in their state
present to the legislature.
spring session.
politics and are very good in
The first calls for lighted "In addition to the 'mock' their debating style. In fact,
railroad signals, not only at main session, the college usually these are the two main
roadways, but also at secondary meets with their counterpart so qualifications for students to be
roads where train tracks cross, that they may get a feeling of in Scissle. Those students who
The second is a public access that it is like to be a legislator," are interested in becoming a
bill that will permit the public said Berry.
member of Scissle may contact
the liberty to go on beaches Committees, Senate and Randy Firestine for more mforwhere condominiums and beach House follow parliamentary mation.
- .

-

-

—

By LIKA J. SCHROCK

KAPPA ALPHA & BUDWEISER
PROUDLY PRESENT

"PANAMA" IN CONCERT
To Benefit Multiple Sclerosis
DATE: November 8, Band starts at 9:00,
Doors open 8:30
Tickets: $2.00 in advance
$3.00 at the door
Where: McBryde Cafeteria

25$ Draft — Soft Drinks

"Panama " was formerly known as "The Phones99

Grabiel assists

She was looking for a job in
the same general field when
she saw the ad for Assistant
Cristina Grabiel, Win- Dean to Students here at
throp's Assistant Dean of Winthrop. "I knew when I
Students, is a woman who read the ad that this was
brought a lot more to Win- what I really wanted to do,"
throp than just a college said Grabiel, "and now I don't
think I could find a job that
education.
Grabiel was born in Cuba would make me happier."
Mrs. Grabiel's duties inand came to the United
States in 1958. She grew up in clude National Student ExDetroit, but at the age of 19, change Coordinator, Director
moved out into the world on of Orientations, and Director
her own. "I lived in Ohio for a of Campus Organizations.
Director
of
Campus
year and then spent about six
months just traveling," said Organizations includes
working
with
Greek
system
Grabiel.
on campus. "Before coming to
In 1973 she moved to Winthrop I had never worked
Charlotte with her husband. with afraternityand had never
"I had read an article in been part of a sorority so I
Newsweek which said Charlot- had to spend last year getting
te was a good place to live and a solid base to build on. It's a
had low unemployment, whole lot easier to help them
which, after living in Detroit now that I have established
was very important," added myself," stated Grabiel.
Grabiel.
Speaking on the subject of
Mrs. Grabiel attended Greeks, Grabiel added, "I
college for two years right want to make everyone
out of high school. According aware of what assets Greeks
to Grabiel she quit because she are to this campus. They are
was not sure what she wan- i n v o l v e d , c o m m i t t e d ;
ted to do. After moving to something is always hapCharlotte she returned to pening."
college in 1976 at UNCC
As Director of Orientation,
shere she received her degree she hopes to combine orienin Human Development and tation and fresh start which
Learning with concentration she designed. Next year the
in Gerentology. She con- fresh start program will be in
tinued and received her all three orientations rather
masters in Education Ad- than having everyone at the
ministration with a minor in last session.
Urban Administration.
In summary of Mrs.
After graduation, Grabiel Grabiel's time here, she said
served as Graduate Assistant that when she first interin the Programs Office and as viewed for the job that "if I
the Support Service Coor- wasn't going to have much
dinator.
contact with the students, I
"I liked what I was doing didn't want the job. Now
with the students and wanted there is always a new student
to continue but it's never a walking in the door. I haven't
good idea to work where you had one minute of boredom. I
go to school," said Grabiel.
love it!"

By JEFFREY WOODALL
TJ Staff Writer
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I.C. students face new drinking rules

COLUMBIA.SC (CPS)- For
the first time in memory,
University of South Carolina
students who are under 19
can't drink this fall.
The result, as USC officials
concoct a way to enforce the
19-year-old drinking age the
state just adopted, seems to
be a sort of chaotic
uneasiness.
Officials can't even decide
how student groups should
pay for alcohol consumed at
social events, since using activity fee money would be
"unfair" to under-19 students,
says Mike Shaver of the
Campus Alcohol Project.
Even the campus bar is
changed. The Golden Spur is
replacing beer with pizza just
to avoid the hassles the new
drinking policy creates.
Wild rumors, closed-down
campus haunts, job losses and

sity of Florida counselor and
director of BACCHUS, a
national group aimed at controlling student drinking.
It's "a situation that administrators realistically cannot enforce," he asserts.
If schools are going to
make the new rules work,
they need to provide alternative social activities, says
Tucker.
Without help, students are
left to entertain rumors of
undercover campus police infiltrating dorm and rush parties to catch underaged
drinkers.
That rumor was so
widespread at Arizona State
that ASU police two weeks
ago had to issue- a public
denial to reassure it •: dents.
And University of California-Berkeley administrators
last week chastised the

even complete overhauls of
college social activities have
been marking the first weeks
of school as scores of colleges
open up for the first time under new legal minimum
drinking age laws or tougher
on-campus drinking policies.
Many experts worry the
new regulations are confusing, ill-planned and virtually unenforceable.
Alcohol, moreover, is so
closely associated with
college life that many students simply don't know how to
spend their leisure time
without drinking, says
Charles Tucker, a University
of South Florida sociologist.
The rising drinking ages
and tougher campus drinking
rules nationwide are "sure to
cause concern and turmoil on
many campuses," adds
Gerardo Gonzales, a Univer-

student newspaper, the Daily
Californian, for running an article that told students how to
get fake i.d.'s to obtain liquor
despite the university's
newly-adopted restrictions.
On some campuses, new
drinking rules are costing
students their part-time jobs.
At the University of
Illinois-Champaign, local bar
owners recently predicted as
many as 150 students could
lose their part-time waiting
and bartending jobs if the
town government decides to
require all liquor servers to
be 21.
Some observers even fear
the new crackdown on
student drinking could
boomerang, forcing younger
students to become "underground" drinkers.
Left with no place to
legally drink on campus, they

warn under-aged students
will do more off-campus
drinking, more drinking and
driving, and be less-inclined
to drink responsibly.
"Most of the campus
drinking programs are community-wide programs that
deal generally with all
students," notes Howard
Blane, professor of education
and psychology at the
University of Pittsburgh.
"There's been precious little research done on such
programs, and of the little
that has been done the results
aren't very encouraging," he
says.

The nationwide trend to
raise all drinking ages to 21
has "shifted the focus from
alcohol education to policy enforcement," Gonzales complains.

tudent internship availability grows

,„ D O ,
rpw u
.
.
(CPS)-- Thanks to the
economic recovery, the market
or student interns seems to
ave reversed itself in the last
few weeks.
A number of campuses around

£

Anfi Tiijnois State University five percent this semester.
op ed credits."
The relatively few programs
number of "Florida mandates certain Still, the college generally has lagging now and those that
CTuwine
reporU» »
S u i t i n g tests before students can enter more students apply "than we dropped during the recent
3°yersfro^e
their junior year." explains Dr. can find meaningful jobs for." recession have inspired the
student f r o r n ^ r a t i v e
J W a d s w Q r t h c o . o p e d W a d s w o r t h n o t e s . "And even National Commission for
education tnen niring inem
. . g t u d e n t s n e e d t o U k e with all our extra recruiting this Cooperative Education to atuponp-aaut 0 .
courses to pass the tests, semester, we came out with a tempt a campaign to improve

r r i S S S plains Bi"

.his fall, and that the campus supervisor at Monsanto s East
cooperative education offices are St. Louis, II., plant, which takes
having a hard time finding "two or three engineering
enough students to satisfy the students a semester. "But we ve,
pemand
hired quite a number of them.
"Placement is up this
ISU's employer/student ration
-iemester due to the turnaround "varies from day to day, says
In the economy," reports Keith Or- Marlyn Laurentz, head of
Tirby, co-op ed director at the campus's program. But
Wichita State University. "For we're maintaining a pretty solid
Ihe first time, employers are balance.'
N
ailing us for students."
°t all colleges, of course, are
"We still have more students doing as well in placing students
khan positions." he declares, through cooperative education
Ibut it's getting better." Kirby programs, which place students
popes to place 650 students ths in career-related positions with
year, up from 520 a year ago.
companies and allow them to
J "We register about 2000 earn academic credit, often
students yearly," ads Marilyn while getting a salary.
Perry of Brigham Young's coop "In the last two semesters,
education office. "Sometimes the program has shown a
there are more students than decline," admits Lewis Hainlin
ppenings. But, while we still do of Drake University in Des
pome looking for positions, more Moines.
mnd more companies are coming Hainlin attributes a 10-to-12
to us with positions. And percent drop in the number of
placements are definitely up."
students it places to the loss of a
[ The economic upswing also is federal grant.
providing an abundance of in- "There are lots of positions in
Iternships for North Texas State i n s u r a n c e ,
accounting,
[students, especially in "high management
and
comItech" industries, says NTS munications, he laments, but
program
director
Diane it's hard to find positions for
Altenloh
liberal and fine arts students.
. "Jobs are booming in this New state regulations plus a
larea," she maintains. "And we're drop in the number of paid
•close enough to Dallas/Fort positions has cut student par•Worth that we can place our ticipation1 in Miami-Dade Communit
•students there, too."
y Colleges program by
K I I I O
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SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Proudly Presents

BLANKS

in concert at
McBryde Hall
Winthrop College, Rock Hill, S.C.

Thursday, October 18 at 8:00 P.M.
Tickets
$4.00 in Advance
$5.00 at the Door
Ticket Info: 327-5505
25- Budweiser

I Blanked Out!
At the Sig Ep Party

Free Door Prizes
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Sub Zero chosen for ACUI showcase

in Charleston a few weeks out of a tradition for "Shakedown."
their busy schedule. "It was a "Sub Zero" will still be
thrown together thing. We were playing the same sounds of the
basically lucky - we just walked 60's and 70's but different song
from groups such as "The
Hunter Hill, on guitar and into the right places."
vocals; Tim Mathias, on drums; Mathias, from Alexandria, Monkies," "Association," and
Jay Forrest, on keyboards; and Virginia, played in a trio group "Herman's Hermits."
"We do our own versions-we
Davie Oneppo, on bass, harmonica and vocals comprise the this summer in Alexandria. add a little twist," said Mathias.
newly formed group "Sub Zero." Mathias has been playing drum "I think we work very well
Hill and Mathias were original sets for 8 years and also perfor- together musically. The main
members of the group ms with the Winthrop Singers thing I'm excited about is that
"Shakedown" which performed and the Winthrop Symphonic we're leaning more towards the
humorous side-we're more of a
at ATS and "For What It's Wor- Band.
th" in Rock Hill and over spots Hill returned to Winthrop this party group more upbeat tempo
across the state last year.
semester and was asked by Bur- than 'Shakedown'," said Hill.
"Sub Zero" will be performing
"Sub Zero" has been selected nside to try out for the ACUI
to perform at the ACUI contest doing solo. Hill decided on Oct. 22 and 23 and "For What
(Association of College Unions he'd rather compete with a It's Worth" on Nov. 30 and Dec.
International) regional conven- group instead of solo and 1.
tion in Charlotte, N.C., on Nov. 3, therefore began a search for
according to Sally Burnside, new members to accompany
Student Program Advisor. "Sub himself and Mathias.
Zero" was one of 12 groups Forrest and Oneppo agreed to
chosen to perform in the join the group and the group
showcase. Student directors, decided to cut a tape and enter
student leaders, and activities the contest.
boards from colleges covering The tape consisted of three
six states will come to the con- songs, one being original. They
vention to book groups.
were: "For What It's Worth," by
"Sub Zero" is a spin-off from Buffalo Springfield; "Mr.
the original group "Shakedown." Spaceman," by the
Birds;
"Shakedown's" members were "Drop, Kill the Mockingbird,"
Hunter Hill, guitar and vocals; by Hunter Hill. From this tape
Wilson Warren, flute; Don the group was chosen to appear
McGraw, bass; and Tim Mathias, in the showcase at the ACUI
drums.
regional convention.
Hill, originator of the group,
has been singing solo since age After asking several people to
15. He began performing solo in help name the band, Dave Wet1979 at local bars in the Rock tlin came up with the name "Sub
Hill area. During fall semester, Zero" for the group.
1982, Warren-then Hill's room- One of the newest members of
mate-joined Hill's act. Toward the group. Jay Forrest, adds a
the end of that semester the two lot of humor to the band. Accoradded McGraw to their duet.
ding to Hill, "Jay is a riot-he
The next summer, 1983, the keeps e\eryone laughing. He is
NATURALLY NUTRITIOUS LITE FAST
trio moved to Charleston and the funniest man I've ever known.
supported themselves by He is also, in my opinion, the
If you think "just what America
needs is another fust-fo<xl ehain" we
playing steadily at bars such as best keyboard player at Winagree with you. D'Lites of America
"Burt's Bar," and "Ole Style throp." Forrest, junior piano
1
is the ileliciously different fast-food
Oyster Bar."
performance major, plays piano
restaurant serving the foods Amerwith the Winthrop Singers and
, icans love and paying extra attention
The three came back to Win- performs in recitals. He also
to quality, nutrition anil reducing the calories you
throp the following fall semester played in a ragtime saloon show
just dim t need.
Better burgers on I letter buns, special
and in Oct. asked Mathias to join at Carowinds this summer which
sandwiches, sumptuous salad bar.
the group. That Christmas, the was presented four times a day
Spudtacular'potatoes
and a full
'•*"
foursome went back to during the week and five times a
menu of naturally nutritious lite
Charleston and performed at day during weekends.
fast-foods.
"Full Moon Saloon" and "Burt's
We're convinced that's just what
Bar." Throughout the following Oneppo, also one of the
America needs.
Come
in soon, we think you'll agree
spring semester, "Shakedown" newest members, was the sound
with us.
played at ATS on campus and at man in "Shakedown." Last year
"For What It's Worth" in Rock Oneppo performed with his
Hill. According to Hill, the group brother in the "Oneppo Brothers
felt they were musically lacking Band" at ATS and other spots in
and therefore broke up the last Rock Hill. Oneppo has been a lot
day of 1984 Spring semester.
of different bands and says "all
Hill continued performing I've done all my life is play in a
Ju\l n'hul Anh'ru-ii V«v</
throughout the summer with band. You can't really hold a fulls
Becky Sherman Brown at Myr- time job and be serious about
tie Beach. Hill, on guitar and playing and writing songs at the
vocals and Brown on piano and same time. I'd rather play in a
vocals made up the duet "Hun- band plus I don't like to get up
ter and Becky." They performed early in the mornings."
at both Rosa Linda's restauran- Skip Taylor is "Sub Zero's"
ts, "Maritime Beach and new soundman. Taylor will be
Racquet Club" and 'Nancy's getting up on stage with the
Next." The duet also performed! group and playing banjo as was
By BETH INGRAM
TJ News Editor
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America

JUST
WHAT AMERICA
NEEDS:

FOOD

10% discount with WCID
Cherry Road Next to Howard Johnson
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Film
series
by MONNIE WHITSON
TJ staff writer
Now in its second year,
the foreign film series, sponsored by the College of Arts and
Sciences, introduces four new
international movies.

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

"The purpose of the series is
to contribute to the international education of students at
Winthrop- this gives the
students an opportunity to hear
another language and see a different culture even if it's only
portrayed by film," explained
Albert Lyles, Dean of Arts and
Sciences.
Lyles proposed the film series
last year, which included assembling a team of faculty members
from various academic departments to choose the films that
were to be seen.
The first film,"Bread and
Chocolate," was shown two
weekends ago.

What is the name of a halfmask worn with a masquerade costume?

"Cria," a Spanish flick, will air
November 11. This is a touching
story of a nine-year-old leaving
childhood and entering the
"growing up" stage.

What city did Domino's
Pizza first offer its
famous 30 minute free
delivery?

On February 3, a French film,
"Going Places," will be shown.
This is a comedy featuring two
drifters meeting up with a
young woman fresh out of
prison.

For Answers see bek*v

The last movie, "The White
Rose," will be shown March 24.
This is about an underground
movement in Germany designed
by a group of college students
against Hitler in 1942.

The more you know about
Domino's Pizza, the more
you' II appreciate the fact
that we're America's
Number One pizza delivery company. After-all,
getting a hot, delicious
pizza like ours delivered
right to your door in 30
minutes or less is anything
but trivial!

"The films, approved cultural
events, will be helpful to all
students- anything that
broadens our knowledge, our
world is useful to us in
education," added Lyles.

Replace Yours
at

The Record Cellar
366-6139

10-9 M-SAT
Rock Hill Mall

SPECIAL BECAUSE YOU GET A
16" TWO ITEM PIZZA AND TWO
CANS OF DIET COKE FOR $5.00
LUNCH FOR TWO FOR $5
INCLUDING DRINKS!
SO WHEN THE CALL GOES UP
FOR LUNCH... GIVE US A CALL!

324-7666

Hours:
11:30 PM-1 AM Sun.-Thurs.
11:30 PM-2 AM Fri.&Sat.

All films will be shown in
Kinard Auditorium at 2 and 7
p.m. on the specified dates, free
of charge.

Worn Needles
Ruin
Records

DOMINOS PIZZA
DELIVERS™
THE LUNCH SPECIAL

Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.

$ 1 OFF!

©1984 Domino's Pizza. Inc.

ANY 16" PIZZA.
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
EXPIRES: 10-24-84
FAST, FREE DELIVERY
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DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS"

324-7666
m
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760 CHERRY RD.
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Dear Student:

It is a pleasure to have you, a Winthrop College Student, as a part of our community. We're not sure if you have a charge account with Belk or if you have
permission to use your parent's. If not, we thought you may be interested in
opening one.
The convenience of having a Belk charge account will add even greater pleasure
to your shopping in our store. Here are some advantages of having a Belk charge:
1. Advance notice of many special sales and events...and not waiting
until payday to take advantage of them.
2. Established credit that can be used in nearly 400 Belk/Leggett stores
throughout the Southeast.
3. The option of paying your account in full or monthly installments...
each monthly statement includes a description of merchandise purchased.
4. A major form of identification for financial and banking purposes.
5. Gives added convenience for shopping by mail or phone.
6. A fast and efficient way of shopping without carrying extra cash.
7. A Belk Charge Card is your personal, valuable asset!
8. No annual fee for using your Belk Charge Card.
We're proud of our beautiful store in the Rock Hill Mall. In our store, you
will find an array of high quality, national name-brand merchandise and honest
values with courteous personnel to assist you.
d 1n
enin
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9 *our own account, we invite you to fill out
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our Credit Department located in the Gift WraD
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^ W 1 1 1 k 9 1 3 ^ 0 ° P e n a c h ^rge account
^ t l i m n , i f your c r e d i t application is approved

a " , 100
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S y Ur c arg

Y™ will ho 5 ° J ® Wl11 be reviewed for an increased credit limit
You will hear from us shortly after receipt of your completed application form.
Thank you for shopping at Belk.
SincereUr,
Arthur T. Neal
Manager Belk #445

INFORMATION ABOUT YOU

NAME:

SOC. SEC. NO.:

YOUR CURRENT
MAILING ADDRESS:
1:117

"

'

ZIP CODE

YOUR HOME ADDRESS:

m

~STm

MAJOR AT WINTHROP COLLEGE:
WHAT YEAR ARE YOU IN:

FRESHMAN

SOPHOMORE

JUNIOR

nrzm
SENIOR

YES, I WOULD LIKE A BELK ACCOUNT OPENED IN MY NAME.
YUUk NAMt (SIGNATURE)
Rock Hill Mall: Shop Mon.-Sat, 10 AM-9 PM
Rock Hill, S.C.
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